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Marble comes with an illustrious past and is pure luxury in stone.  
Add metal to the equation for a modern spin on the stature  

and stance of your favourite surface finish
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Playing 
Marbles
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Blue stone table top, price on request; Red Blue & Yellow. Acacia wooden platter, 
`2,100; Linfah dry flower, `150 each; both from Abaca. Brown flower, `4,000; 
Potted plant, `2,195; Vintage book box (medium), `2,995; all from Tresorie. Pink 
rose, `1,275; INV Home. Setup at Red Blue & Yellow, Mumbai.

(FACING PAGE) Stone plates, `600 each; Marble triangular lid box, `1,250; all from Tresorie. Copper mug, `550; Copper tray, `1,200; both from 
indecraft.com. Marble print sugar pot, `349; Marble printed saucer (part of set); `449; both from Home Stop. Anaya copper platter (set of two), 
`2,600, Vilaasita.com. Azo black cheese board, `1,200, INV Home. Round marble chopping board, `1,490, Cutlery, price on request; both from 
thelabellife.com. (THIS PAGE) Red parisian triangular sofa, `53,300, Vilaasita.com. Elixir rug (5.6’x8’), `1,92,000, Hands Carpet. Marble and terrazzo 
silk cushion by Nitya Arora, `2,200; Pink velvet round cushion, `1,640; both from thelabellife.com. Marble printed teapot, `899; Marble printed tea 
cup, `449; both from HomeStop. Curvy pendant lamp, `11,000, The Kaleido Store. Lotus bud (set of three), `1,450, Tresorie. Black metal chair, 
`7,999; Copper vase, `600; Copper tray, `1,200; all from indecraft.com. Marble coffee table, `38,720, Defurn.  Shopping Guide on Pg 90

A marble slab may be too heavy to 
be fixed on the wall, but the effect 

will be stunning. We especially 
recommend this for living areas 

where the walls gather moisture and 
have waterproofing issues. Marble is 

our new go-to neutral.
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It isn’t just a 
hardy surface, 
marble is also 
our inspiration 
for print and 

abstract form – 
like this stunning 
room-divider we 
custom-designed 
for the waiting 

area in our studio. 
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(FACING PAGE) Marble printed fabric 
screen, `225 per yard, shivalayajaipur.com. 
White wireframe armchair, `8,500; White 
metal chair, `6,750; Grey trunk; `4,500; all 
from indecraft.com. Accede rug, `84,000, 
Cocoon Fine Rug. Marble top coffee table, 
`21,900; Geometric printed vase, `3,390; 
both from Address Home. Peach flower, 
`325 each, Tresorie. Holly mirror, `4,750, 
nsquarestudio.com. Red vase (small), 
`1,236, pluschdecor.com. Nur red silk 
cushion cover, `1,550, Tranceforme. Tamara 
copper bowl, `1,500, Vilaasita.com.  
(THIS PAGE) Marble triangular lid box, `1,250; 
Storage jar, `950; Dinner plate, `770 (set of 
two); Quarter plate, `550 (set of two); all 
from Tresorie. Marble printed fabric screen, 
`225 per yard, shivalayajaipur.com. White 
trunk, `3,500; Copper vase `1,150; both 
from indecraft.com. Bentchair birds of a 
feather (set of two); Bentchair blanc bunny 
head (set of three); both prices on request; 
both from Tranceforme. Copper urli, `2,800, 
Baaya Design. 
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(THIS PAGE) White trunk, `3,500; Grey trunk, `4,500; Copper mug, `550; all from indecraft.com. 
Bentchair potted tason, price on request, Tranceforme. Red cushion, `2,500, AA Living. Green bamboo 
silk rug (4’x6’), Hands Carpet. Retro shanghai lounge chair with pouf, `1,29,000, Khazana. Anaya copper 
plate (set of two), `2,600, Vilaasita.com. Merriam hanging copper lamp, `4,299, orangetree.co.in. 
(FACING PAGE) Lepli pouf, `1,46,845; Bob side table; `1,71,917; Crystal ball vase, `1,02,076; Aurora 
uno bed in Pelle Frau SC; `7,59,300; all from Poltona Frau Group. Copper tray, `1,200, indecraft.com. 
Blush quilted velvet shams (part of bedspread set), `9,990; Blush velvet round cushion `1,640; both from 
thelabellife.com. Pewter marbelled bed sheet (large), `5,199, D’décor. Black jewellery box, `2,800, INV 
Home. Pink woolen throw; Grey woolen cushion; both prices on request both from AA Living. Copper 
wall clock (40”), `6,299, craftter.com. Grey wine goblet (set of four), `3,490, Address Home. (SET UP AT 
POLTRONA FRAU GROUP)
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Where the interiors scheme 
is expected to keep the calm, 
marbled accents will play a 

lilting role in lifting things up 
without disturbing the peace. 
This bedspread, for instance, 

reminds us of a gently-
rippling stream in Paradise!

 The monochromatic look 
of this marbelled-effect 
bedding adds a splash of 

minimalism, giving a modern-
contemporary edge to this 
bedroom. One of the gems 

from the Platinum Collection 
of D’Decor, this bed linen 

brings decadence to life with 
its lush softness. 

We love!
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Marble counters and table 
tops are not unheard 

of. Upcycle the vintage 
look with modern style 

elements. Gleaming 
metallic highlights and 

accessories give our 
breakfast table exactly 

the edge we’re looking for.
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(FACING PAGE) Black metal chair, `7,999; Copper vase, `600; Copper mug, 
`550; all from indecraft.com. Marble pear cloche,  `2,290; Brass cutlery (set 
of five), `2,190; Copper and nickel serving set, `1,990; all from thelabellife.
com. Copper mercury jar (vanilla), price on request; Nur blue napkin, `290 
each; both from Tranceforme. Grey marble slab, price on request, Elegant 
Marbles. Marble printed creamer, `349, HomeStop. White flower, `995 
each; Dinner plate, `770 (set of two); Quarter plate, `550 (set of two); all 
from Tresorie. Metal hanging light, `27,000, Anemos. AnanTaya padma 
tray, `2,950, Baaya Design. Anaya copper platter (set of two), `2,600, 
Vilaasita.com.  
(THIS PAGE) Azo black cheese board, `1,200, INV Home. Copper urli, 
`2,800, Baaya Design. Semi copper basket, `1,550; Marble flower tray, 
`990; Geo marble tea light, `700; all from indecraft.com. AnanTaya copper 
glasses (set of two), `3,125, Baaya Design. Blush flamingo dessert plates 
(set of two), `1,140; Brass place setting (set of five), `2,190; both from 
thelabellife.com. Grey marble slab, price on request, Elegant Marbles. 

Note: Log on to www.goodhomes.co.in for some 
interesting marble-print inspired DIYs
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